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compulsory ? [10]
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I've seen one of my works reproduced online without my permission, what shall I do ? [11]
I'm a company wanting to put a large number of works online, what is the procedure ? [12]
I am a cultural organisation wanting to put our collections of artworks online, what is the
procedure ? [13]
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Where to ﬁnd information about regional arts ? [23]
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How to get legal advice and assistance ? [25]
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handle a commission agreement ? [21]
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What is the limitation period and how is this responsibility concerning the resale right managed
? [30]
What works are protected by Copyright ? [31]
Is a photograph an original work ? [32]
Author's social and legal situation
What is AGESSA ? [33]
How to beneﬁt from Social Security coverage ? [34]
What is the Maison Nationale des Artistes (or Maison de Retraite des Artistes) ? [35]
What are the main federations and professional associations for authors-artists ? [36]
How to get legal advice and assistance ? [25]
What is the Maison des Artistes ? [37]
Adagp Image Bank
Why do I have to pay reproduction and public communication royalties to ADAGP when I've
bought the ﬁle of the work from a photographic agency ? [38]
Image right
What is the diﬀerence between copyright and image right ? [29]
Infringement, protection and registration of works
How do I protect my creations ? [39]
How to register my work ? [40]
Private copy
Reproduction right
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Request for permission
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Resale right
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